FY22 CWU Libraries Organization
(Classified staff titles are working titles rather than occupational category titles.)

Dean of Libraries
Rebecca Lubas
(Exempt - 1.0)

Associate Dean of Libraries
Sydney Thompson
(Exempt - 1.0)

Administrative Specialist
Kim Hansen

Professor / Faculty
Wendy Spacek
(Tenured, 1.0)

Professor / Faculty
Maurice Blackson
(NTT, 1.0)

Professor / Faculty
Elizabeth Brown
(Tenured, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Instruction Coordinator Library Chair
Ping Fu
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / Instruction Coordinator Library Chair
Karen Stephens
(Classified - 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
Gavin Spomer
(Classified - 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
David Brouwer
(Classified - 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
Wendy Spack
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
Julie Stirling
(Faculty - Tenured, 1.0)

Information Technology Specialist
David Cameron

Associate Professor / Instruction Coordinator Library Chair
Erin Sulla
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Administrative Specialist
Andrea Delgado

Lecturer / ACRL Diversity Alliance Resident Librarian
Bridgette Flamenco

Assistant Professor / Librarian
Maureen Rust
(Vacant)

Assistant Professor / Engagement & Community Outreach Librarian
Lauren Willard
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Assistant Professor / User Experience Librarian
Stephanie Genna
(Vacant)

Assistant Professor / Innovation Librarian
Lauren Willard
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

Cataloging Technician
Jennifer Ryder
(PP3)

Cataloging Technician
Kathleen Nelms
(PP3)

Archives & Special Collections Technician
Carlos Pelley

Archives & Special Collections Technician
Shelley Berry
(Classified - 1.0)

Sr. Lecturer / Archives & Special Collections
Maurice Blackson
(Faculty - NTT, 1.0)

Lecturer / ACRL Diversity Alliance Resident Librarian
Bridgette Flamenco

Administrative Exempt - 3.0 FTE

Faculty - 12 FTE

Classified - 21.5 FTE

Secretary Lead
Shelley Berry
(Classified - 1.0)

Digital Initiatives Technician - PP3
Daniel Levy
(Classified - 1.0)

1 Student Assistant

Assistant Professor / Arts & Humanities Librarian
Carrie Podell
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

2 Student Assistants

Assistant Professor / Scholarly Communications Librarian
Maurice Blackson
(Faculty - TT, 1.0)

1 Student Assistant

Periodicals Services - PP2
Nelle Runburg

Brickley & Serials Supervisor
Betsy Miller

Librarian Vacant

Bindery & Serials Supervisor
Beata Miller
(PP3)

2 Student Assistants

Cataloging Technician
Jennifer Ryder
(PP3)

Cataloging Technician
Kathleen Nelms
(PP3)

Classified - 1.0

1 Student Assistant

1 Student Assistant

Access Services - PP4
Brenda Gartner

Access Services - PP3
Stephanie Genna

Access Services - PP2
Elizabeth Ruykenbald

Access Services - PP2
Tom Dell

Access Services - PP3
Samuel Faulk

Access Services - PP3
Vacant

Access Services - PP2
Lisa Rutson Smith

Access Services - PP2
Vacant

Access Services - PP2
Erin Bos

12 Student Assistants

3 Graduate Assistants

1 Student Assistant

1 Student Assistant